
Create bespoke, data-anywhere 
Search & Discovery Applications.  
Web and mobile ready. 

Faster than you 
can say “Big Data”.



About Twigkit
Twigkit is a software company 
with offices in San Jose,  
London and Cambridge. 

Over the past 7 years our 
technology has changed the 
way forward thinking global 
organizations access and make 
sense of their data.

Fortune 500 companies trust us 
with their search and discovery 
needs, alongside governments, 
military, manufacturers, media, 
retailers, charities, financial 
services, and more.

The Challenge
It’s inevitable that over time data becomes scattered across an organization. 
Distributed across departments and geographies, and trapped inside silos 
including shared folders, email systems, intranets, databases, and legacy 
systems, it is impossible to identify the connections that lead to insight. 

The high cost, complexity and uncertainty involved in moving your data into a 
single, central repository makes it an unworkable, unrealistic option. Similarly, 
the compromises involved in shoehorning your data into a rigid, out of the box 
solution are not worth considering: a catch-all solution simply isn’t tuned to 
the needs of your organization or the characteristics of your data. 

A Smarter Approach
By acting as a glue that connects together all of your existing, distributed data 
silos, Twigkit powered Search & Discovery applications keep your data where 
it is (and should logically reside) whilst painting the most complete picture of 
your data possible. All whilst giving your operators secure, single point access 
to everything you have, alongside the right tools to explore, expose and 
ultimately act upon the unseen relationships and insights that lie within.

Created by combining tried and tested modular components, 
Twigkit powered Search and Discovery applications deploy 
faster, require no additional custom development, and are 
tailored to the exact requirements of your organization.

Make More Informed Decisions



Great User Experience
Your data only becomes valuable when people are able to 
understand what it means. A useful, usable and engaging 
user interface drives adoption, and empowers operators to 
navigate and understand what your data is saying. 

Out of the box Twigkit supply a comprehensive suite 
of modular user interface components to create tactile 
interfaces, optimized for every screen size and device. 
From essential search tools and page layouts to interactive 
charts, visualizations, and geospatial capabilities 
(including ArcGIS), your application will come together 
quickly and easily, and meet the needs and expectations of 
your audience.

Order Out of Chaos
Our secure solutions accept, enhance, and present 
data from any number of systems, silos, and platforms 
simultaneously, giving you everything from a top down 
view of your organization to enriched information about 
every piece of data available. Include automatic alerting  
for a complete, real-time 360° view, and add our 
collaboration module to pool group knowledge and enable 
cross-departmental cooperation and intelligence sharing.

Optimized for Speed of Delivery
Build a tailor-made application in the time it takes to buy 
off the shelf. Unlike most software projects many of our 
applications come together, from initial data loading to 
live demo, in under a week. The secret is our modular 
structure, which enables greatly reduced development 
times and repeatable, predictable success - at a fraction  
of the cost of custom development.

Trusted Security
Never compromise on security. Battle hardened by 
military, law enforcement, government, and Fortune 500 
clients, our applications deliver more than just good  
gate keeping. They enforce permissions on a per-item 
basis, and personalization by user role, geography, or  
any other criteria.

Flexible & Future Proof
Defined only by the problems they need to solve, our 
applications perfectly fit the shape of your data, and the 
requirements of your organization. By using pre-built 
components and neatly separating your application 
from all underlying data sources, you’ll have a secure 
investment that will grow in value over time.

Five Reasons to Choose Twigkit

Twigkit’s out of the box support for mobile, combined 
with their emphasis on the user experience made them 
the right choice. Twigkit delivered a large, complex 
solution in weeks rather than months.”
– HAYS, the world’s leading recruitment experts.

“



The world’s most insight reliant 
organizations trust us every day.

email
online
call (UK)
call (USA)

Technology & Services
Aerospace Corporation 
A.T. Kearney
Cubic Corporation 
Daymon Worldwide
European Bioinformatics Institute
Gemalto
Hays
Kiewit Corporation 
L-3 National Security Solutions
Mitre
Price Waterhouse Coopers (PwC)
Teradata
QAD
Qualcomm
SAIC
VMWare
Vodafone 

Education, Healthcare  
& Government
Camden Borough of London 
Department of Defence (South Africa)
Federal Drug Administration 
Harris County Sheriff’s Office
Head Start Early Childhood & Learning
Providence Health Care
Sentara Healthcare 
The Labour Party
The National Health Service 
The United Arab Emirates
TSL Education
University of Oslo
US Department of Health

Non Profit
American Society of Civil Engineers
MITRE 
RTI International

Manufacturing
AbbVie
Amgen
BASF
Bosch
General Electric
Johnson & Johnson 
Koch Industries
Monsanto
Northrop Grumman 
Pernod Ricard
Rolls-Royce
Toyota
Whirlpool

Media & Entertainment
AllData
Blizzard
Disney
Financial Times 
Informatics India
ITV Plc.
Multichoice
Naspers/Media24
Thomson-Reuters

Financial Services
Franklin-Templeton 
GIC
HSBC
Investec 
Mutual & Federal 
Silicon Valley Bank
Société Générale 
Springleaf

Trusted. Tested.

Get in Touch
hello@twigkit.com
www.twigkit.com
+44 (0)1223 653 163
+01 (408) 678 0400


